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Enterprise Ventures Corporation Awarded $1 Million Subcontract to Provide
Support Defining Industrial Hygiene Business Practices to United States Air Force
School of Aerospace Medicine
Continuous improvement of worker exposure records will help keep airmen and the civilian
workforce healthy, ready, and productive
Johnstown, PA, September 7, 2016 – Enterprise Ventures Corporation (EVC) has been awarded a
multi-year subcontract from BTL Technologies Incorporated to provide industrial hygiene support to
the United States Air Force School of Aerospace Medicine (USAFSAM). The award was made under the
711th Human Performance Wing Small Business contracting vehicle.
EVC provides professional, consulting, production, and software services to government and commercial
organizations. Under this contract, EVC’s Industrial Hygiene experts will perform tasks focused on the
data contained in the Defense Occupational and Environmental Health Readiness System (DOEHRS).
DOEHRS enables management of health risk data for service members worldwide, with lifetime exposure
records, medical surveillance recommendations, and public health information.
“We look forward to collaborating with BTL Technologies Incorporated on efforts to support the U.S. Air
Force’s complex and vast occupational and environmental health needs. It’s an honor to work on projects
that help keep airmen and the civilian workforce healthy, ready, and productive,” said David A. Schario,
EVC President. “EVC’s work will support continuous improvement of worker exposure records to provide
better quality and completeness in workplaces worldwide.”
USAFSAM’s Occupational and Environmental Health Operations Division (USAFSAM/OET) is recognized
as the Air Force center of excellence for the DOEHRS, supporting development, implementation, and
utilization across the enterprise. USAFSAM/OET is responsible to a worldwide Department of Defense
customer base to provide expert support to advance DOEHRS functionality and optimize corporate use
through consultation, guidance, report development, and system enhancements. EVC will build on key
enterprise metrics to develop viable methods to audit occupational and environmental health records.
EVC’s industrial hygienists will then audit specific Air Force Bases, and provide training and support to
resolve findings.
“Our experts continue to reduce the human and financial cost of industrial illness and injury,” said Jeff
Anderson, EVC’s Managing Director of Professional Services. “We’re excited to work with USAFSAM as
part of the Air Force Occupational and Environmental Health Program to protect health while enhancing
combat and operational capabilities.”
Enterprise Ventures Corporation (EVC) is a wholly owned affiliate of Concurrent Technologies
Corporation (CTC). The mission of EVC is to transfer advanced technologies designed and created by
CTC and others to the industrial base and to deliver high-quality products and services to its clients. For
more information, visit www.evc.ctc.com.

